
Longley Park recommends …  

Podcasts! 
 
We’ve curated a list of recommended Podcasts for you to start developing your love for the wide 
range of  subjects we offer here at Longley Park Sixth Form. No matter what you’re planning to 
study with us, we’ve got you covered!. All of these podcasts are available on a range of platforms 
including Apple Podcasts, Google Podcasts and Spotify so you should be able to find them easily 
and find something new and exciting to listen to! 
 
We hope you enjoy our selection! Happy Listening! 
 
3D Design - 99% Invisible - a weekly exploration of the process and power of design and 
architecture presented by Roman Mars.  
 
Art - Art Matters - A podcast exploring the interesting ways art meets popular culture and non-
traditional art topics... We look at what art history and visual culture can tell us about the world 
around us, and how our everyday interests make us excellent art critics. 
 
Law - Serial - Serial unfolds one story - a true story - over the course of a whole season. The 
show follows the plot and characters wherever they lead, through many surprising twists and 
turns.  
 
Business - The Business Podcast - The Guardian Small Business Network's confessions events 
bring entrepreneurs together to share the highs and lows of entrepreneurship. These are the stories 
you won't hear anywhere else.  
 
Childcare - Happy Mum, Happy Baby - In a series of frank and warm conversations with other 
high-profile mums and dads, Gi discusses all aspects of parenthood - the highs, the lows, the 
challenges and rewards. Each episode is truly unique yet unifying. No topic is out of bounds, 
therefore this podcast is essential listening 
 
English - The Allusionist - The Allusionist scratches the surface of why we say the things we 
say. English is a big messy mutt of a language, formed by military invasion after military 
invasion, plus countless tiny idiosyncratic decisions made by its users along the way. The 
Allusionist is the latest from award-winning host Helen Zaltzman. 
 
 
Health & Social Care - The Nurse Keith Show - The Nurse Keith Show features career tips, 
interviews, advice, education, information, and inspiration for nurses and healthcare professionals 
who want to take their career to the next level. (Based on the US health system, but useful 
guidance and advice!) 
 



Criminology - My Favourite Murderer - Lifelong fans of true crime stories Karen Kilgariff and 
Georgia Hardstark tell each other their favorite tales of murder and hear hometown crime stories 
from friends and fans. 
 
IT - Clockwise - Clockwise is a rapid-fire discussion of current technology issues hosted by Dan 
Moren and Mikah Sargent and featuring two special guests each week. Four people, four tech 
topics, 30 minutes. 
 
Maths - Breaking Math - Breaking Math is a podcast that aims to make math accessible to 
everyone, and make it enjoyable. Every other week, topics such as chaos theory, forbidden 
formulas, and more will be covered in detail.  
 
Science - The Infinite Monkey Cage - Witty, irreverent look at the world through scientists' eyes. 
With Brian Cox and Robin Ince. 
 
Sport - That Peter Crouch Podcast - Peter Crouch, Tom Fordyce and Chris Stark bring you their 
guide to being a professional footballer. 
 
Psychology - Invisibilia - Unseeable forces control human behavior and shape our ideas, beliefs, 
and assumptions. Invisibilia—Latin for invisible things—fuses narrative storytelling with science 
that will make you see your own life differently. (Focus on season one for some really interesting 
content!) 
 
Religious Studies - Very Bad Wizards - A philosopher and a psychologist, who share a love for 
ethics, pop culture, and cognitive science, discuss moral philosophy, recent work on moral 
psychology and neuroscience, and the overlap between the two. 
 
History - Revolutions - A podcast exploring the great revolutions of history. Each season follows 
a mostly chronological approach from the pre-history of the revolution and its causes, sometimes 
highlighting when and how the revolution could have been avoided. 
 
Politics - Pod Save America - Four former aides to President Obama are joined by journalists, 
politicians, activists, and more for a frank conversation about politics. (Focused on US Politics!) 
 


